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Disclaimer  

This report provides information about a situation that is rapidly evolving. As the circumstances and 

impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic are continuously changing, the interpretation of the information 

presented here may also have to be adjusted in terms of relevance, accuracy and completeness. 
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Executive summary  

Introduction  

As of 24 June 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has affected over 9 million people in more than 

200 countries and territories around the world, resulting in more than 480,000 deaths. Cambodia 

has had a total of 130 cases, including 128 recoveries and 2 active cases, but no reported deaths 

so far. All businesses, regardless of size, are facing challenges with a real threat of significant 

decline in revenue and job losses in certain sectors. 

To assess the immediate economic impact on enterprises of all sizes and to better understand the 

evolving business sentiment in the face of COVID-19, UNIDO Cambodia conducted an online 

survey targeting the industries and businesses most at risk in Cambodia. The findings are intended 

to provide strategic guidance and recommendations for consideration by the government and 

relevant stakeholders to support a stronger and better recovery for the private sector from this 

pandemic.  

Methodology and limitations 

The survey was conducted between 18 April and 15 May 2020, targeting a sample of 250 

enterprises. The questionnaire, which consisted of 22 questions, was completed by 144 

enterprises.  

The sample selected for the survey was proportional to the sizes of the enterprises in different 

industries. Randomization was not possible, however, due to the difficulties of reaching some of 

the respondents, and the fact that some respondents were unwilling to participate in the survey. 

Multiple data sources were used and multiple collection methods carried out simultaneously to 

ensure richness of data for analysis, including an online survey and desk review. The data analysis 

entailed a quantitative method accounting for a range of frequency of responses. The 

interpretation of data is based on indicative responses received, noting certain limitations with 

regard to the number of respondents from some industries and the sample’s representativeness.  

Key findings and discussion 

The survey respondents have distinctive characteristics. They include representatives from the 

textile, garment, food and beverages, tourism/hospitality, energy and recycling industries. 

The key findings of the survey are presented below: 
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▪ Profile of respondents:  

The majority of respondents work for large enterprises (52 per cent) followed by micro, small 

and medium enterprises (MSMEs) at 20 per cent, 19 per cent and 9 per cent, respectively. The 

majority of enterprises (68 per cent) are located in Phnom Penh, and around 39 per cent are 

foreign subsidiary firms, while 37 per cent are 100 per cent Cambodian owned. Respondents 

from the textile, garment and footwear industries account for the largest group of respondents 

(26 per cent), followed by food and beverages (14 per cent), and agricultural food 

production/food processing (13 per cent). 

▪ Current impact of COVID-19:  

Although the scope of the impact of COVID-19 varies by industry, it is clear that workers and 

revenue have been hit hardest. In the food production/food processing industry, 87.5 per cent of 

employees were requested to work from home, followed by tourism (83.3 per cent), food and 

beverages (70 per cent), textile, clothing and footwear (51.4 per cent) and electrical machinery 

and apparatus (50 per cent). The financial impact has been particularly severe in the garment 

and tourism industries. The most common financial problems the firms surveyed are facing is 

a drastic drop in sales, and coping with fixed costs such as rent, wages and social security 

contributions. Reductions in orders represent the biggest challenge by far for the firms 

surveyed, followed by the increased difficulty of financing the undertaking and the disruption of 

logistics. 

▪ Expected impact of COVID-19:  

Sixty-nine per cent of respondents expect their revenue to decline in 2020 as a result of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. 

• The impact of COVID-19 on revenue is evident in medium-sized enterprises. The 

tourism/hospitality and garment industries (textile, clothing and footwear) have 

been most severely affected. Food and beverages and food production/food 

processing have also been hit particularly hard by the pandemic. 

• Enterprises that were established between 2006 and 2015 have been most severely 

affected.  

• Ninety per cent of family-owned businesses expect a decline in revenue.  

• In terms of employment, the tourism and garment industries reported the highest 

number of layoffs, followed by food production, food and beverages and electrical 

machinery and apparatus. As the garment industry tends to employ more workers, 

the majority of which are women, female employees have been 
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disproportionately affected by layoffs. A higher percentage of joint ventures and 

foreign subsidy enterprises/firms have laid off or planned to lay off workers, 

particularly medium-sized enterprises and those producing finished goods for 

industrial firms.  

• On compensatory measures: the bulk of compensatory measures are monetary 

in nature in the form of government wage subsidies, providing pension or financial 

compensation in accordance with Cambodian labour laws. Only around half of the 

41 enterprises/firms that have laid off/plan to lay off workers had applied for 

compensatory measures or planned to do so.  

• On availability of cash to maintain operations: 65 per cent of respondents 

indicated that they would be able to maintain their operations for at least three 

months, of which 20 per cent would be able to continue operating for more than one 

year.  

•  On the ability to resume business as usual: nearly 40 per cent of respondents 

stated that it would take at least three months before they could return to normal 

business, while around 31.3 per cent indicated that they would need between one to 

three months.  

▪ Dealing with the pandemic’s impact: firms are using different means to mitigate 

the various impacts of the pandemic on cashflow and staff and input shortages. 

• On cashflow shortages: 77.8 per cent of firms reported that they were facing 

cashflow shortages. The most common measures firms were considering included a 

reduction of operation costs, loans from commercial banks and negotiations with 

lenders to avoid loan withdrawals. 

• On worker shortages: although the majority of respondents claimed that they were 

not affected by worker shortages, firms in the textile, clothing and footwear 

industries faced such problems. The most common means firms were considering 

included a reduction in production, seeking new production channels and delaying 

the delivery of goods. 

• On input shortages: around 46 per cent of respondents reported that they were 

dealing with input shortages, while about 37 per cent stated that they were not 

affected by this problem. The most common means to deal with such shortages are 

the reduction in production, seeking new production channels and delaying the 

delivery of goods. 
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Conclusion and recommendations   

The results of this survey show that the COVID-19 pandemic has had impacts on all of the 

country’s most crucial industries, particularly the tourism/hospitality, apparel (textile, 

garment and footwear), food and beverages and food production and food processing. The 

pandemic has led to a sudden decline in revenues, which varies depending on the firm’s age, size 

and ownership.  

The apparel industry, which is the largest contributor to Cambodia’s economic growth, has been 

hit particularly hard. First, as raw material imports dwindled due to supply chain disruptions in 

China, followed by lockdowns in the United States and in European countries, drastically reduced 

orders for goods. What most such crises have in common is that they hit the most vulnerable and 

marginalized groups the hardest, which disproportionately represents women. As the survey’s 

results show, the layoffs have disproportionately affected women due to the severe impact of the 

pandemic on the manufacturing/garment industry, which employs a higher rate of women than 

other industries.  

The majority of enterprises reported that they would need at least three months to resume normal 

business operations, while only a small percentage could resume their operations immediately.  

To address the impacts of COVID-19 on business operations, such as shortages in raw materials, 

workers and cashflow, many enterprises are using different approaches, including, but not limited 

to, seeking new production channels and different sources of materials, adopting advanced 

technology and equipment and a reduction of operation costs.  

The following are key recommendations for consideration by the government and relevant 

stakeholders to support a stronger and better recovery of the private sector post-COVID-19:   

1. Enhancing the private sector’s resilience by bolstering productivity, competitiveness, 

access to finance and promoting digitalization 

▪ Providing and enhancing existing capacity-building programmes to harness 

digitalization, science, technology and innovation, including the use of online platforms 

for sourcing and marketing.  

▪ Adopting resources and energy efficiency business models to simultaneously reduce 

production costs, rapidly generate jobs and curb carbon emissions.  

▪ Providing immediate relief to workers and enterprises by providing access to financial 

rescue packages, credit and unemployment benefits, taking the needs of women as 

workers, business owners and entrepreneurs into consideration.  
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▪ Encouraging official business registration and investment readiness by creating a more 

conducive environment and simplifying the processes. Paying more attention to small 

businesses, especially those led by women.  

▪ Promoting Business Development Services (BDS) and product development to support 

MSMEs in the preparation of business plans, financial model development, business 

strategy development and product diversification.  

2. Fostering recovery through innovative policies and plans 

▪ Developing a national industrial recovery plan to provide highly effective and targeted 

support to restructure the industrial sector. This plan could be used as an implementation 

tool or provide inputs for the government to update its industrial policy in the mid-term 

review of Cambodia’s Industrial Development Policy (2015-2025), which is scheduled 

to be completed in mid-2021.  

▪ Developing policies to adopt green, resource and energy efficient technologies to promote 

sustainable and inclusive industries in a resilient manufacturing sector, providing support 

and creating an enabling environment, in particular for women entrepreneurs.  

▪ Developing a national quality policy to guide the effective and efficient implementation 

of a quality system to promote product and market diversification.   
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1 Introduction  

As of 24 June 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has affected over 9 million people in more than 

200 countries and territories around the world, resulting in more than 480,000 deaths1. The 

pandemic has hit the economies and labour markets particularly hard. All firms, regardless of 

size, are facing challenges with a real threat of significant decline in revenues and job losses in 

specific industries. The challenges are even more daunting for micro, small and medium 

enterprises (MSMEs) to sustain their business operations.   

Cambodia is no exception. The first imported case of COVID-19 was detected in Sihanoukville 

Province on 27 February 2020. Since then, the number of positive cases has continued to rise. 

After no new cases were reported for 37 consecutive days between 11 April and 20 May, 

additional cases—mostly imported—were reported in Cambodia. As of 24 June 2020, Cambodia 

had a total of 130 COVID-19 cases. Among these, 128 had recovered, and there were two active 

cases, and no reported deaths. So far, Cambodia has been successful in managing the pandemic 

and has been able to avoid catastrophic mass transmission through aggressive personal hygiene 

campaigns, social distancing, nationwide school closures as well as a number of other restrictions. 

Since the risk of community transmission remains high, many measures such as overseas travel 

restrictions, school closures, restrictions on public gatherings and on potentially high-risk 

businesses such as entertainment and recreational activities are still in place.   

The COVID-19 pandemic has had an impact on both supply and demand in the private sector. 

This protracted crisis could quickly strain the complex web of interactions involving various 

stakeholders. Cambodia’s economy has been hit hard by the outbreak of COVID-19. It has led to 

severe decelerations in most of Cambodia’s main engines of growth in the first quarter of 2020. 

By 5 May 2020, 180 factories had suspended their operations, affecting roughly 200,000 

workers2. International tourism declined sharply by 20 per cent in February, 50 per cent in March, 

and as much as 90 per cent in April 20203.  

The increase in COVID-19 cases worldwide has changed how we live and work, and Cambodia 

is no exception. The private sector’s business strategies may have to be modified once the 

COVID-19 virus has been contained due to the expected economic losses. As a result of these 

impending changes, many firms in Cambodia are exploring options to protect their employees 

and businesses during these uncertain times and the consequences of various courses of actions. 

 
1 https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/? 
2 https://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/buyers-urged-pay-200000-face-layoffs (accessed on 27 May 2020). 
3 https://www.thmeythmey.com/?page=detail&id=90706 (accessed on 27 May 2020). 

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/?
https://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/buyers-urged-pay-200000-face-layoffs
https://www.thmeythmey.com/?page=detail&id=90706
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Across industries, enterprises/firms have introduced measures to protect their employees and 

customers from the virus and to minimize economic damage. At the same time, the Cambodian 

government has consolidated fiscal support by stepping up national efforts to not only contain the 

spread of the virus, but to also address the many economic and social consequences of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. The Prime Minister4 announced on 10 March 2020 that the government 

would spend between USD 800 million to USD 2 billion (6.8 per cent of the country’s GDP) to 

address the economic impacts of COVID-19. 

Survey objectives 

The survey aims to provide a rapid assessment of the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on 

enterprises in Cambodia. The survey’s specific objectives are to: 

1) Document the immediate and expected effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on 

enterprises of all sizes in Cambodia; 

2) Understand the challenges and issues enterprises face as a result of the pandemic as 

well as their innovation and response strategies; and, 

3) Derive implications from the findings to inform policymakers and stakeholders in the 

formulation of their policy and programmatic interventions to support enterprises in 

their response to the pandemic’s impacts and to spur a strong recovery. 

1.1 Methodology and limitations     

The survey was conducted between 18 April and 15 May 2020 and distributed to 250 enterprises 

using Google form. Of these firms, 144 responded, i.e. the response rate was close to 58 per cent. 

The questionnaire consisted of 22 questions.  

A list of enterprises was compiled from UNIDO’s engagement with enterprises through the 

organization’s support projects and programmes. The list also included enterprises proposed by 

the Ministry of Industry, Science, Technology and Innovation (MISTI), the Cambodia Investment 

Board (CIB) of the Council for the Development of Cambodia, and business associations such as 

the Garment Manufacturers Association in Cambodia (GMAC). 

The private sector enterprises were classified into micro, small, medium and large firms in 

accordance with the current definition of MSMEs5 in Cambodia, which is based on firms’ 

investment capital (see Appendix 1).  

 
4 Cambodia Allocates $ 800 M to $ 2 B for Covid-19 Emergency Response:  

(http://en.freshnewsasia.com/index.php/en/localnews/17179-2020-03-10-06-44-20.html) 
5 MISTI/Prakas 717. 

http://en.freshnewsasia.com/index.php/en/localnews/17179-2020-03-10-06-44-20.html
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The sample selected for the survey was proportional to the firm sizes in different industries. 

Randomization was not possible, however, due to the difficulty of reaching some of the 

respondents, and the fact that some respondents were unwilling to participate in the survey. The 

data collection process primarily consisted of an online survey and a desk review of recent and 

relevant publications. Micro and small enterprises are likely the most vulnerable firms and 

account for a large share of Cambodia’s industry. It was difficult to receive any feedback from 

them as they do not typically use ICTs, and this was an online survey. The survey’s structure and 

content were adapted from the initial questionnaire developed by UNIDO’s regional office in 

Bangkok and UNIDO HQ in Vienna. A similar survey was also launched simultaneously during 

the same period in many countries across the Asia Pacific region.  

The data analysis entailed a quantitative method accounting for a range of frequency of responses. 

Where possible, simple descriptive statistics were used to display the frequency by category of 

response. The interpretation of data is based on indicative responses received, noting the limited 

number of respondents from some industries and the lack of the sample’s representativeness. The 

findings are based on the perceptions of those who participated in the survey. 

The survey was conducted at a time when businesses faced tremendous challenges and 

uncertainties. This consequently meant that only a limited number of respondents from each 

industry participated in the survey. 

1.2 Key findings and discussion  

The survey results are divided into four sections with a specific focus on the impact the pandemic 

has had on the enterprises and how they are responding to those impacts. The survey also 

investigated the relevance and benefits of existing government interventions and the short-and 

long-term solutions the firms are pursuing to deal with the effects of COVID-19.   

Representatives from the following industries, who contributed to this survey, included but were 

not limited to textile, garment, footwear, food production, food and beverages, 

tourism/hospitality, energy and recycling. 
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Figure 1  Respondents’ profiles 

  

A total of 144 firms completed the survey. The majority of respondents were large enterprises (52 

per cent) followed by micro, small and medium enterprise (20 per cent, 19 per cent and 9 per cent, 

respectively). The distribution of the respondents’ firm size reflects Cambodia’s industrial 

structure with its low number of medium-sized enterprises (as reported in the Cambodia Industrial 

Development Policy report (2015 – 2025)). Sixty-eight per cent of respondents were located in 

Phnom Penh, followed by Svay Rieng (6 per cent), Kandal (5 per cent) and Preah Sihanouk (4 

per cent). 

  

The highest rate of response was registered in textile, garment and footwear (26 per cent), 

followed by food and beverages (14 per cent), food production/food processing (13 per cent), 

electrical machinery and apparatus (8 per cent), consulting services (5 per cent), and tourism and 

hospitality (4 per cent). Twenty-three per cent of respondents were from various industries, 

including chemical and chemical products, e-commerce and online retail, machinery and 

equipment, motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers, paper and paper products, 

printing/publishing, recycling, etc.  
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Thirty-nine per cent of the firms stated that they are foreign subsidiaries, while 37 per cent 

reported that they are 100 per cent Cambodian owned. A further 10 per cent are joint ventures. 

Fifty-one per cent of respondent firms produce finished goods for consumers, followed by 

finished goods for industrial businesses (15 per cent) and are engaged in food production/food 

processing (12 per cent). In terms of firm age, 25 per cent were founded before 2011, 40.3 per 

cent were established between 2011 and 2015, and 30.6 per cent between 2016 and 2020. No 

answer to this question was provided by 4.2 per cent of respondents. In total, the firms employed 

roughly 114,000 workers, of which around 78 per cent were women in 2019.  

About 30 per cent of respondents reported that their enterprise had production facilities outside 

Cambodia, of which 17 per cent were being financed through direct investment and 13 per cent 

through contracts with domestic firms abroad. 

The apparel industry, which is the largest contributor to economic growth in Cambodia, has been 

hit hard by COVID-19, initially as raw material imports dwindled due to supply chain disruptions 

in China, and subsequently as Western brands cancelled orders en masse as the pandemic took 

hold in Europe and the U.S.  

2 Current impact of COVID-19  

This survey sheds some light on COVID-19’s impact on local businesses. Although the degree of 

the impact varies, the results clearly show that employees and business revenue have been most 

affected. The financial hit is considered a major threat, especially for the garment and tourism 

industries.  

2.1 Impacts on access to work and 

effective working arrangements 

Of the 144 respondents, 56 per cent stated that 

many of their employees were unable to come 

to work and could not effectively work from 

home due to the pandemic. Only 24 per cent 

of respondents reported that they did not 

experience any problem in terms of access to 

the workplace, while 20 per cent of 

respondents did not provide an answer.   
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20%
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come to work

Do not know
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Among those who reported difficulties accessing 

the workplace, 35.8 per cent and 25.9 per cent of 

respondents claimed that between 1 per cent and 

25 per cent, and 26 per cent and 50 per cent of 

their employees, respectively, were affected. 

Around 14.8 per cent stated that between 51 per 

cent and 75 per cent of their workforce was 

affected, while 23.5 per cent reported that over 

75 per cent of their workforce was affected.  

By industry, 87.5 per cent of respondents from the food production/food processing industry 

reported that their workers were unable to come to work, followed by tourism (83.3 per cent), 

food and beverages (70 per cent), textile, clothing and footwear (51.4 per cent) and electrical 

machinery and apparatus (50 per cent). The survey results reveal that the impact on food 

production/food processing and food and beverages is severe. This implies that these industries 

require more support. 

2.2 Impacts on business finances  

The pandemic has caused a number of financial 

problems for enterprises. The survey results 

show that 86.1 per cent of respondents are 

facing financial problems. The biggest financial 

problem firms are currently facing are the sale 

of products in the market, difficulties paying 

fixed costs (e.g. rent) and wages, as well as 

social security contributions, the payment of 

invoices and loan repayments. These financial 

problems have a tremendous impact on firm 

survival, especially if the pandemic continues 

for a longer period.  
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2.3 Impacts on business 

operations 

The biggest challenges the surveyed firms 

face are a reduction in orders (which is 

by far the most severe problem), 

increased difficulty of securing financing, 

disruption of logistics, upstream and 

downstream chain disruptions, delivery of 

existing orders, extension of loans and 

insufficient protective equipment. 

 

3 Expected impacts of COVID-19  

3.1 Expected impact on revenue 

  

Sixty-nine per cent of enterprises/firms surveyed expected their revenue to decline in 2020 

as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Only a small fraction (6 per cent) does not expect the 

pandemic to have an impact on their revenue. Three per cent stated that they expected their 

revenue to increase. This is an interesting finding, which may need to be further investigated 

considering that many respondents also reported a reduction of orders.  
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Among the 99 respondents who expect a 

decline in revenue in 2020, around 40 per cent 

expect their revenue to drop between 25 per 

cent and 50 per cent, while around 22 per cent 

expect their revenue to decrease between 51 

per cent and 75 per cent. As much as 22 per 

cent of respondents expect their revenue to 

fall by more than 75 per cent.  

The impacts on revenue appear to be more balanced across all firm sizes surveyed. The effects 

appear to be more severe, however, for medium-sized enterprises, with 12 out of 13 firms 

(92.3 per cent) expecting their revenue to decline. 

3.1.1 Impacts on revenue by industry and age of firms 

The results of the survey reveal that all major industries in Cambodia have been significantly 

impacted by COVID-19. Tourism/hospitality and garment (textile, clothing and footwear) 

are the two most affected sectors with 83.3 per cent and 81.1 per cent, respectively, expecting 

a decline of revenue, followed by food and beverages (70 per cent), electrical machinery and 

apparatus (66.7 per cent) and agricultural food production (50 per cent). The tourism and 

garment industries are also expected to be hit hard as the United States and several European 

countries, which are by far the most important markets for Cambodia’s garment exports, are on 

lockdown, which has resulted in a dramatic decline and/or cancellation of orders for wearing 

apparel. The severe travel restrictions put in place by countries around the world has essentially 

brought tourism to a halt.  

Food and beverages and agricultural food production/food processing are two industries that 

have been severely impacted by the pandemic, with 70 per cent and 50 per cent, respectively, 

expecting revenues to drop. Throughout the pandemic, people have been advised to stay at home, 

which might explain the impact on the food and beverages industry, in particular, as demand 

dwindled, with restaurants, cafes, food courts and major events such as wedding receptions being 

closed/suspended. This finding is important and could have policy implications, especially for the 

food and beverages and the agricultural food production/food processing industries, which could 

potentially impact the demand for agricultural raw materials and the supply of food products. 

Moreover, 18 of the 22 enterprises/firms from the two industries that expect revenues to decline, 

are either 100 per cent Cambodian owned or family owned. So far, the majority of government 

support has targeted industries that are widely known to have been impacted, namely the tourism 
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Overall
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and the textile, garment and footwear industries. The results of this survey, however, indicate that 

government’s support is also required for the food and beverages and agricultural food 

production/food processing industries.  

  

The anticipated decline of revenue also varies by age of the enterprise, as indicated in the figure 

above. Enterprises founded between 2006 and 2015 are the most severely affected, with around 

80 per cent expecting a drop in revenue. All large firms that expect their revenue to decline were 

founded during that period (89 per cent) while the remaining 11 per cent are micro enterprises. 

The majority of these enterprises produce final goods for consumers. The large firms are more 

likely to produce goods for export, which might explain the higher impact on their revenue.  

3.1.2 Impacts on revenue by ownership and by type of product 

  

The results of the survey show a disproportionate impact on revenue for different types of 

ownership. Ninety per cent of family owned businesses expect a decline of revenue while only 

64.2 per cent of the 100 per cent Cambodian owned enterprises expect a drop in revenue. Family 
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owned businesses tend to be less organized and might not have sufficient resources and/or a long-

term vision to withstand external shocks, which might explain the survey results.  

The enterprises/firms that produce intermediate inputs for manufacturing and immediate inputs 

for agriculture have been most affected, with 80 per cent and 77.8 per cent of respondents, 

respectively, expecting a decrease of revenue. 

Those firms expecting a drop in revenue anticipate it to fall between 10 per cent to 100 per cent. 

The percentages of the expected decline are presented in Table 1.  

Table 1: Expected drop in revenue by key sectors in 2020 

 
Total 

respondents 

Range 

[%] 

Expected drop in revenue 

[%]  

<50%  50% 

Textile, garment and footwear 28 10 – 85  46 54 

Food and beverages 14 20 – 80 14 86 

Agricultural food production/ 

food processing 
8 30 – 80 37 63 

Tourism/hospitality 5 80 – 100 0 100 

4 Impacts on employment 

The COVID-19 pandemic is expected to have an impact on employment as enterprises/firms 

struggle to survive and are undertaking extensive efforts to minimize the damage. Forty-four per 

cent of businesses surveyed reported that they were considering layoffs or have already laid off 

workers (6 per cent have been permanently laid off, 17 per cent temporarily and the status of 21 

per cent is unsure).  
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Among the 61 enterprises/firms reported to have already laid off or plan to lay off workers, 32 

per cent have laid off/plan to lay off between 26 per cent to 50 per cent of workers, while around 

16 per cent indicated that they have laid off/plan to lay off between 1 per cent to 25 per cent of 

their staff. Around 9 per cent stated that they have laid off/plan to lay off between 76 per cent to 

100 per cent of their workers. Only 50 per cent of the 41 enterprises/firms that have laid off or 

plan to lay off workers applied for compensatory measures or plan to do so, while half reported 

having no such measures in place. The majority of the compensatory measures are monetary, 

either through government wage subsidies, providing pensions or financial compensation in 

accordance with labour laws. One possible explanation for not applying compensatory measures 

could be that those enterprises are not registered.  

4.1.1 Impacts on employment by industry and by type of ownership 

  

Similar to the case of decline of revenue, the extent of layoffs varies across industries, type of 

ownership, age of the enterprise/firm, product type and size.  

The layoff of workers is highest in the tourism and garment industries, with 83.3 per cent and 

67.6 per cent of enterprises/firms, respectively, reporting the figures indicated above. Other 
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industries reporting layoffs included agricultural 

food production (43.8 per cent), food and beverages 

(40 per cent), and electrical machinery and apparatus 

(33.3 per cent). As the garment industry employs 

more workers and the majority are women, the 

layoffs in this industry disproportionately affect 

women. According to the ILO, four out of five 

workers in the garment, textile and footwear industry 

are female, an industry characterized by low wages, 

long working hours and significant gender pay 

gaps6.The results of the survey also indicate that a 

higher percentage of joint ventures and foreign subsidy enterprises/firms have laid off workers or 

plan to do so (50 per cent and 49.1 per cent, respectively). The layoffs are more balanced across 

size and product type of the enterprises/firms. However, 50 per cent of medium-sized enterprises 

and 54.5 per cent of enterprises that produce finished goods for industrial businesses have reported 

the highest number of layoffs or plan to do so.  

5 Impacts of government measures to contain the COVID-19 outbreak 

In line with the recommendations of the WHO and the global practices to minimize the risk of 

COVID-19 infections, the Royal Government of Cambodia has put forward and implemented a 

number of measures in a timely manner. These include campaigns for high standards of personal 

hygiene, social distancing, voluntary alternate working arrangements, entry ban for nationals from 

COVID-19 hotspot countries, closure of schools nationwide, closure of high-risk business 

establishments and cinemas. Restrictions of movement were also imposed during the Khmer New 

Year (9 to 15 April) to minimize mass movement. Some of the measures have been lifted in the 

meantime, except the closure of schools and the practice of social distancing.    

These necessary measures might have produced some unintended consequences for the operation 

of businesses in the country. Around 42 per cent of respondents indicated that the measures put 

in place impacted their business operations in one way or other, while the majority (58 per cent) 

stated that the measures did not impact their operations. It should be noted that the results might 

not provide a fully accurate picture, as the government’s measures did not intend to halt economic 

 
6 ILO Bulletin 2018. 

42%
58%
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activities. The impacts are more likely due to the cumulative effects of both the COVID-19 

pandemic and the government’s measures.  

When asked about the availability of cashflow to maintain their operations in the face of the 

pandemic and the government measures, 65 per cent of respondents indicated that they would be 

able to maintain their operations for at least three months of which 20 per cent asserted that they 

would be able to operate for over a year.  

The respondents were also asked about their ability to resume normal operations and to return to 

business as usual if the pandemic end. Nearly 40 per cent of respondents claimed that they would 

need at least three more months before they could return to business as usual, while around 31.3 

per cent stated that they would need between one month to three months, and about 9 per cent 

reported that they could go back to business as usual immediately. 

6 Dealing with the impacts of COVID-19 

As the global pandemic intensifies and the 

human cost of COVID-19 rises, shockwaves 

are being sent through the world economy. 

Across industries, enterprises/firms have 

taken action to protect their employees, 

business operations and customers, and to 

minimize the economic damage. Many 

businesses use different means to mitigate 

the pandemic’s different impacts.  
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6.1 Dealing with cashflow 

shortages 

Only 22.2 per cent of respondents 

indicated that they had not 

encountered any problems with 

cashflow, while 77.8 per cent 

reported problems with cashflow 

shortages.  

Enterprises/firms have used 

different means to address this 

problem. The most common 

measures reported are reductions of 

operation costs, loans from 

commercial banks, equity financing 

and negotiations with lenders to 

avoid loan withdrawals.  

6.2 Dealing with worker shortages 

About 68.8 per cent of enterprises/firms surveyed indicated that they did not face worker 

shortages. However, 31.2 per cent (45) of the surveyed enterprises/firms claimed that they had 

encountered problems in this regard.  

The most common means to deal with worker shortages are to delay delivery, use of advanced 

equipment or software, outsourcing of orders, and wage increases. Around 34 per cent of 

these 45 enterprises/firms are from the textile, garment and footwear industry.  
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6.3 Dealing with input shortages  

  

About 46 per cent of respondents reported having encountered input shortages while around 37 

per cent stated that they had not encountered any issues. The most common means by which the 

surveyed firms deal with input shortages such as intermediate goods and raw materials are 

reductions in production, seeking new production channels, and delaying the delivery of goods. 

6.4 Dealing with contractual problems 

 

About 50.7 per cent of respondents reported that they did not encounter any contractual problems 

while 49.3 per cent reported that they did. The main measures the surveyed enterprises/firms 

introduced to deal with the difficulties in fulfilling contracts are settlement by mutual agreement 

and relying on the government to coordinate and provide clear disclaimer agreements and legal 

or arbitral settlement. 
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7 Effectiveness of government interventions 

  

In responding to the COVID-19 pandemic, the government has put in place a number of practical 

measures to support the private sector in mitigating the impacts, such as reductions in rent for 

SMEs, lowering the costs of electricity, reduction of tax rates, reduction or deferral of taxes, 

reduction of financing costs for SMEs, extension of loan terms or partial debt relief, temporary 

reductions in insurance premiums and reimbursement of unemployment insurance, optimizing 

fast-track “force major” certification to avoid contract breaches, low interest loans, etc. About 29 

per cent of respondents reported benefiting from one or more of the above support packages. 

According to the survey’s results, the most effective government measures the enterprises 

benefitted from were: reduction of tax rates, reduction or deferral of taxes, reduction of rent for 

small- and medium-sized enterprises, lower costs for electricity, gas and logistics, as well as 

temporary reductions of social insurance premiums and reimbursement of unemployment 

insurance for enterprises that did not lay off workers.  

8 Conclusion and recommendations 

The results of this rapid survey reveal that the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted all of the 

country’s most crucial industries, especially the tourism/hospitality, apparel (textile, garment, 

footwear), food and beverages and agricultural food production, and food processing. The impact 

has led to a sudden decline in revenue which varies by age, size and ownership of the enterprises. 

The apparel industry, which is the largest contributor to economic growth, has been hit 

particularly hard. First, as raw material imports dwindled due to supply chain disruptions in China 

in response to COVID-19 and the subsequent lockdown in the United States and European 

countries took effect, orders drastically decreased. What most crises have in common is that they 

hit the most vulnerable and marginalized groups, among which women are disproportionately 
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represented, the hardest. As the survey results show, layoffs disproportionately affected women 

given the severe impacts on the manufacturing/garment industry, which employs higher rates of 

women.  

The majority of enterprises indicated that they would need at least three months to resume their 

normal business operations while only a small percentage would be able to resume them 

immediately.  

In dealing with the impact on business operations such as shortages of raw materials, workers and 

cashflow, businesses use different approaches, including but not limited to, seeking new 

production channels and different sources of materials, adopting advanced technology and 

equipment and reduction of operation costs.  

The UNIDO Industrial Development Report 2020, which was launched during the 18th session 

of the General Conference in November 2019 in Abu Dhabi, emphasizes the significance of 

national policy responses that promote the utilization of technology for inclusive and sustainable 

industrial development. It also provides three strategic directions for Member States to consider: 

(i) develop framework conditions, in particular digital infrastructure, to embrace new 

technologies; (ii) foster demand and leverage on ongoing initiatives using automatic data 

processing (ADP) technologies; and (iii) strengthen the necessary skills and research capabilities. 

The coordination of joint efforts between the government and the international community is 

crucial to support Cambodia’s recovery. Based on the results of this survey and discussions of 

these findings, the following are key recommendations for consideration by the government and 

relevant stakeholders to support and bolster the private sector in its recovery.  

8.1 Enhancing the resilience of the private sector by strengthening productivity, 

competitiveness, access to finance and promoting digitalization 

To enable the private sector to adjust and absorb shocks better, firms need immediate support in 

capacity-building in science, technology and innovation, production techniques and how to 

benefit from foreign direct investment (FDI). Support for the digital economy and reinforcement 

of the resilience of the country’s industry and innovation should build on existing skills and 

products. In the context of rapid technological change, a firm’s competitive advantage is highly 

dependent on its dynamic capabilities. The COVID-19 crisis also opens opportunities, therefore, 

support to MSMEs is crucial to help them cope better and recover.  
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▪ Providing and enhancing existing capacity-building programmes to harness 

digitalization, science, technology and innovation, including the use of online platforms 

for sourcing and marketing:  

Specific measures should be provided to help facilitate businesses’ access to ICT tools 

and platforms and improve ICT infrastructure, particularly for small and medium 

businesses. Capacity-building in digital marketing and service delivery, and support for 

adjusting business models are key for speeding up business recovery and enhancing 

preparedness. The development and implementation of strategies to promote science, 

technology and innovation as well as strengthening eco systems to promote start-ups in 

various sectors is essential.  

In addition to increasing digitalization, expanding knowledge and skills of business 

owners through entrepreneurship training programmes, which may assist them to better 

cope and address the impacts on their business, is crucial.  

▪ Adopting resources and energy efficiency business model: 

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, Cambodia’s industrial sector has suffered a 

severe blow and it will take considerable time to recover. Adopting and incentivizing a 

resource and energy efficiency business model offers both MSMEs and industry alike 

competitive solutions to reduce production costs, to rapidly generate jobs and curb carbon 

emissions all at the same time. Most importantly, large-scale investments in low carbon 

and efficient technologies will ensure that industrial firms, MSMEs and countries can 

rebound and be stronger than before. This will help companies to become more resilient 

in dealing with potential future pandemics or crises.  

▪ Providing immediate relief to workers and enterprises:  

To ensure job recovery, policy responses should focus on providing immediate relief to 

workers and enterprises to protect livelihoods and economically viable businesses. All 

essential aspects should be considered, including access to financial rescue packages, 

credit and unemployment benefits for the economic recovery to be effective, inclusive 

and sustainable. The specific needs and contributions of women as workers, business 

owners and entrepreneurs need to be better understood and addressed when developing 

these immediate measures.  
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▪ Encouraging official business registration and Investment readiness:  

The results of the survey indicate that MSMEs have suffered from the COVID-19 

pandemic just as much as large enterprises. Despite all the efforts of the relevant 

ministries, there is still a large number of MSMEs that are not registered. Unregistered 

enterprises are not eligible for government or any other type of support programme and 

face more difficulties accessing formal credit and protecting their business.  

Encouraging official business registration through a simpler process and in a shorter time 

in a conducive environment will enable such enterprises to access formal support from 

the government and access to finance. Special attention should be paid to small businesses 

led by women due to their size and capacity. Local government plays an important role 

in supporting and encouraging local businesses to thrive rather than creating obstacles for 

their growth. Equally important, de-registration should also be simplified.  

Enhancing investment readiness programmes among potential MSMEs by strengthening 

their capacity to address financing or loan requirements (proper accounting records or 

bookkeeping, pitching skills, financial reports and business plans), knowledge on how to 

deal with investors and to understand investor needs. 

▪ Promoting business development services (BDS) and product development 

Access to business development services by MSMEs, including business plan 

development, financial model development and business strategy development, is one of 

the key challenges they face. Some of them benefitted from BDS by being registered as 

a member of a specific business association and other development project, but their 

numbers are still limited. Part of the reason for the lack of access to BDS is unawareness 

of this service on the part of MSMEs and lack of demand on the part of BDS. Capacity-

building for BDS providers in offering such services should be taken into account by the 

government and other development projects. Furthermore, novel business development 

services covering technology and product development based on an open innovation 

model, best available technology transfer, etc., should be developed to help local 

businesses diversify their products and boost their competitiveness. 

1. Fostering recovery through innovative policies and plans 

The COVID-19 crisis presents an opportunity for policymakers to institute bold measures 

for more resilient, inclusive and sustainable economies, and to reshape industrial 

development towards environmentally sound technologies. This is the right moment to 

critically review and decide on key strategies and actions to promote the strengthening of 
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productive capacities, economic diversification and technological upgrading, while 

ensuring social and environmental protection.  

▪ Developing a national industrial recovery plan: the development of such a plan should 

be carried out with the support of development partners. A detailed assessment should be 

performed to collect data for the proper analysis of strengths and weaknesses in the 

existing industrial structure. Such an analysis will ensure an appropriate balance of food 

security, economic resilience, pandemic preparedness, employment, improved matching 

of national supply and demand of critical products, disadvantaged groups benefiting from 

the recovery of industrial sectors, and minimized impact on global climate through 

sustainable production and consumption. Gender disaggregated data should be 

incorporated to determine the impact on businesses, especially those led by women. This 

helps in developing potential incentive schemes with specific targets, particularly for 

women entrepreneurs.   

This plan could be used as an implementation tool or to provide inputs for the government 

to update its industrial policy based on a mid-term review of the Cambodia Industrial 

Development Policy (2015-2025), which is scheduled to be completed in mid-2021.  

▪ Developing policies to promote sustainable and inclusive industry in a resilient 

manufacturing sector: as manufacturing provides employment opportunities to a vast 

number of workers, especially women, the sector should be included in the recovery plan 

so that it has the necessary support to develop its resilience and response capacity. 

According to UNIDO’s Index of Industrial Production, data comparisons of different 

countries around the globe show that the garment and textile industries belong to those 

that have been most affected by the pandemic. This is also supported by the results of the 

Cambodia survey. Hence, these industries should be included in a list of priority 

industries for which either local or foreign direct investment shall be encouraged. In this 

regard, differentiated policies, regulations, capacity-building and incentives, etc. are 

necessary in accordance with the industries’ needs to support the sustainable and inclusive 

development of various manufacturing industries. Closer coordination with the private 

sector throughout the policy formulation process is essential for industrial policies to fully 

reflect the impacts on and the needs of industries, and to make policy implementation 

more effective.   

A policy that is favourable to the adoption of green, resource and energy efficient 

technology will incentivize investors to adopt such technologies. A policy with incentives 
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that encourage the replacement of outdated machinery and improved production 

processes will also help generate jobs by rapidly accelerating demand for green, resource 

energy efficiency managers and experts. Gender responsive actions are also required. The 

specific needs and contributions of women business owners and entrepreneurs in this area 

needs to be better understood and addressed when developing this policy framework. A 

supportive and enabling environment for women entrepreneurs must be ensured. 

▪ Developing a national quality policy to guide the effective and efficient 

implementation of quality system to promote product and market diversification 

The pandemic’s current impact highlights the urgent need for market and product 

diversification. For Cambodia, the agro-industry presents a huge potential owing to the 

fact that the country has an abundance of unprocessed agricultural products. Cambodia 

has not, however, been able to reap the industry’s full potential due to inter-related issues 

such as inadequate quality infrastructure, lack of investment in the industry and of 

technological know-how, among others. It is important to have coherence and synergy 

among different institutions. As an international best practice and in pursuit of 

Cambodia’s Trade Integration Strategy 2019-2023, it is recommended for a national 

quality policy be developed to guide the effective and efficient implementation of a 

quality system, which is required to ensure safe and quality products for domestic markets 

and enable access to regional and international markets.  

Appendix 1: Definition of enterprise classifications 

Size Investment capital 

Micro enterprises < USD 50,000  

Small enterprises USD 50,000 – USD 250,000  

Medium enterprises USD 250,000 – USD 500,000  

Large enterprises > USD 500,000  

Source: MISTI/Prakas 717 
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Appendix 2: Survey Questionnaire  

IMPACTS OF COVID19 ON THE PRIVATE SECTOR: FIRMS/ENTERPRISES 

SURVEY 

ការស្ទ ង់មតិអំពីផលប ៉ះពាលន់ៃជំងឺកូវដី១៩ទៅទលើស្ហគ្រាស្ឯកជៃ 

 

Current impact of COVID-19 

ផលប ៉ះពាល់បងករទ ើងទោយជំងកូឺវដី១៩ 

1. Because of the pandemic, what is the percentage of your company’s employees who are 

unable to physically come to work and cannot adequately work from home at present? 

ដោយសារតែការររ ក រាលោលនៃជំងឺដៃេះ ដែើបច្ច ុបបៃនសហគ្រាសរបស់ដោ អ្ន មាៃបុគ្គលិ 
 ន ុងអ្គ្រាប ុន្មា ៃភាគ្រយ តែលពុអំាច្ម ដ វ្ ើការបាៃ ៃិងមិៃអាច្ដ វ្ ើការពីផ្ទេះឲ្យបាៃ
សមគ្រសប ? 

  _________% _________% of female 

 I don‘t know 

ខំុ្មិៃែឹងដេ 

  

2. Please indicate the most significant financial problems for you/your firm/enterprise during 

the outbreak (Please select all that apply): 

សូមបង្ហា ញពីបញ្ហា ហិរញ្ញ វែថ ុច្មបងៗ តែលសហគ្រាសដោ អ្ន ជួបគ្របេេះ  ន ុងអ្ំឡុងដពលនៃ
ការផុ្្េះជំងឺដៃេះ (សូមដគ្រជើសដរ កសរាល់ច្ដមល ើយតែលសមគ្រសប) 

 No specific problem 

ពុំមាៃបញ្ហា អ្វ ីដេ 

 Staff wages and social security charges 

គ្របា ត់ខបុគ្គលិ  ៃិងច្ំណាយដៅដលើដសវាសៃត ិសុខសងគម 

 Fixed costs, e.g. rent 

ចំ្ណាយជាគ្របចំន្មន្ម ឧ. ចំ្ណាយដលើនលលជួលេីាំង 

 Repayment of loans 

ការសងគ្របា ់ មច ី 

 Payments of invoices 

ការេូទាែ់រវ ក្ យយបគ្រែ 

 Selling products in the market 

ការល ់ផ្លិែផ្លដៅេីផ្ារ 

 Other expenses, please specify: ________________ 

ដផ្េងៗ សូមបញ្ហា  ់៖ _________________ 
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3. Are there any other business problems your firm/enterprise is facing due to the pandemic? 

(Up to two options) 

ដែើសហគ្រាសដោ អ្ន ជួបគ្របេេះៃឹងបញ្ហា អាជីវ មាអ្វ ីខល េះដេៀែ ដោយសារតែជំងឺរាែែាែ
ដៃេះ? (អាច្ដគ្រជើសបាៃរហូែែល់ ២ ច្ដមល ើយ) 

 Reduction of orders 

ការកាែ់បៃថយការបញ្ហា េិញ 

 Inability to deliver existing orders 

មិៃអាច្គ្របគ្ល់េំៃិញដៅាមការបញ្ហា េិញ 

 Increased difficulty of financing 

ជួបបញ្ហា លំបា តផ្ន ហិរញ្ញ វែថ ុកាៃ់តែខ្ល ំងដឡើងៗ 

 Existing loans cannot be extended 

 មចីតែលមាៃគ្រសាប់មិៃអាច្ពៃារដពលបាៃ 

 Disruption of logistics 

ការរអា ់រអួ្លតផ្ន ែឹ ជញ្ជ ៃូ 

 Price surge of inputs 

ការដឡើងនលលនៃធាែុចូ្ល 

 Upstream and downstream chain disruptions 

ការរអា ់រអួ្លតខេច្ង្ហវ  ់ផ្គែ់ផ្គង់  ៃិងតច្ ចយ 

 Insufficient protective equipment (e.g. masks) 

 ងវេះខ្ែសមាា រៈការពារខល ៃួ (ឧ. មា ស់) 

 Supplying raw material or animal food 

ការផ្គែ់ផ្គង់វែថ ុធាែុដែើម ឬចំ្ណីសែវ  

 Other, please specify: ___________________ 

ដផ្េងៗ សូមបញ្ហា  ់៖ _________________ 

 

Expected impact of COVID-19 

ផលប ៉ះពាលរ់ំពឹងថាៃឹងទកើតមាៃនៃជំងឺកូវដី១៩ 

4. What impact do you currently expect on your firm's/enterprise’s revenue this year as a result 

of COVID-19? 

ដែើដោ អ្ន រំពឹងថា សហគ្រាសដោ អ្ន ៃឹងរងៃូវផ្លប េះពាល់ដៅដលើគ្របា ់ច្ំណូល
ែូច្ដមេច្តែរ ដោយសារតែជំងឺ ូវ កែ១៩? 

 No impact 

ពុំមាៃផ្លប េះពាល់ដេ 

 Decrease of ____% 

ធាល  ់ច្ុេះ ____% 

 Increase of ____% 

ដ ើៃដឡើង ____% 

 Too early to state 

ឆាបរ់ហ័សដព  ន ុងការដលើ ដឡើងដពលដៃេះ 

 I don’t know 

ខំុ្មិៃែឹងដេ 

 

 

 

5. Is your firm/enterprise currently considering layoffs, or has already laid off some workers 

because of the pandemic? 
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ដែើគ្រ មុហ ុៃ/សហគ្រាសដោ អ្ន  ំពុងពិចរណា ន ុងការកាែ់បៃថយបុគ្គលិ  ឬបាៃអ្ៃុវែត
មួយច្ំៃួៃដហើយរចួ្ ដោយសារតែការរាែែាែនៃជំងឺដៃេះ? 

 Yes  

បាេ/ចស  

 No (go to question 6) 

ដេ (សូមបៃតដៅសំណួរេី 6) 

 

5.1. What percentage of staff are you expecting to (or have already) cut? 

ដែើដោ អ្ន  ំពុងពិចរណាកាែ់បៃថយ (ឬបាៃកាែ់បៃថយរចួ្ដហើយ) បុគ្គលិ ច្ំៃួៃ
ប ុន្មា ៃភាគ្រយ? 

 _____%  

            

of which _____% of female staff  

  ន ុងដន្មេះ_____% បុគ្គលិ ដេេគ្រសី 

 Too early to state (go to question 6) 

ឆាប់រហ័សដព  ន ុងការដលើ ដឡើងដពលដៃេះ (សូមបៃត ដៅសំណួរេ ី6) 

 

5.2. Do you expect these layoffs to be temporary or permanent? 

ដែើដោ អ្ន រំពឹងថា ការកាែ់បៃថយបុគ្គលិ ដៃេះមាៃល ខណៈបដណាេ េះអាសៃន  ឬ
អ្ច្ិន្ៃតយ៍? 

 Temporary 

បដណាេ េះអាសៃន  

 Permanent 

អ្ច្ិន្ៃតយ៍ 

 Too early to state 

ែូច្ជាឆាប់ដព  ន ុងការដលើ ដឡើងដពលដៃេះ 

  

5.3.  Has there been any compensatory measures that your company/enterprise applied or 

will plan to apply?  

ដែើមាៃវ ក្ធាៃការសំណងណាមួយតែលគ្រ មុហ ុៃ/សហគ្រាសរបស់អ្ន បាៃអ្ៃុវែត  
ឬដគ្រាងៃឹងអ្ៃុវែត? 

If yes, in what form? គ្របសិៃដបើមាៃ ដែើ ន ុងេគ្រមង់តបបណា? 

 _____ Monetary form  

េគ្រមង់របូិយវែថ ុ 

_____ Other incentives (Please specify: ___________________________________)  

ការដលើ េឹ ច្ិែតដផ្េងដេៀែ (

សូមបញ្ហា  ់៖____________________________________) 

_____ No  

មិៃទាៃ់មាៃដេ 
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5.4. If possible, please indicate how these layoffs are distributed with respect to the 

following areas: (please insert value as percent for every option; total should sum up 

to 100%) 

ដបើអាច្ សូមបញ្ហា  ់អ្គ្រាភាគ្រយនៃការកាែ់បៃថយបុគ្គលិ ទាងំដៃេះ ដោយតផ្ែ 
ដៅាម ាត ខ្ងដគ្រកាម (សូមសរដសរច្ំៃួៃជាភាគ្រយសគ្រមាប់ជដគ្រមើសៃីមួយៗ 

ដហើយ ច្ំៃួៃសរុបគួ្រតែដសា ើ ១០០%)  

Qualifications (គ្ុណវុឌ្ឍ):  

___% University degree (បញ្ចប់សា លរវ ក្េាល័យ) 

___% Technicians (skilled) (អ្ន បដច្ច ដេស) 

___% Semi-skilled (បុគ្គលិ ពា ់ ណាេ លជំន្មញ) 

___% Unskilled (បុគ្គលិ ាា ៃជំន្មញ) 

___% Apprentice (អ្ន ហាែ់ការ) 

 Too early to state 

ែូច្ជាឆាប់ដព  ន ុងការដលើ ដឡើងដពលដៃេះ 

Areas of Expertise (ជំន្មញ):  

___% Management/Executive (ថាន  ់គ្រគ្ប់គ្រគ្ង) 

___% Design (តផ្ន រច្ន្ម) 

___% Manufacturing/Assembly (តផ្ន ផ្លិែ មា/បងគ ំ) 

___% Quality Assurance/Quality Control (តផ្ន គ្រែួែពិៃិែយ ៃិងធាន្មគ្ុណភាព) 

___% Customer Service (តផ្ន េំន្ម ់េំៃងអ្ែិលិជៃ) 

___% Administrative and/or Finance (តផ្ន រែឋបាល) 

___% Labour ( មា រ) 

 Too early to state 

ែូច្ជាឆាប់ដព  ន ុងការដលើ ដឡើងដពលដៃេះ 

 

Sex (ដេេ):  

___% Male (គ្របសុ) 

___% Female (គ្រសី) 

 

6. Are there currently restrictions by the government that impact your normal way of operating 

as a business? 

ដែើបគ្រមាមតែលរោឋ េិបាលោ ់ដច្ញបច្ច ុបបៃនមាៃផ្លប េះពាល់ ដៅដលើែំដណើរការជាគ្របគ្រ ែី
នៃគ្របែិបែត ិការអាជីវ មារបស់ដោ អ្ន តែរឬដេ? 

 Yes (go to question 6.1) 

មាៃ (សូមបៃតដៅសំណួរេី 6.1) 

 No (go to question 7) 

ពុំមាៃ (សូមបៃតដៅសំណួរេី 7) 
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6.1 If the current restrictions continue, how long can your firm's/enterprise’s current cash 

flow maintain the company's operation? 

ដបើសិៃបគ្រមាមទាងំដៃេះដៅតែបៃត  ដែើលំហូរសាច្់គ្របា ់បច្ច ុបបៃន របស់សហគ្រាសដោ អ្ន 
អាច្ធាន្មគ្របែិបែត ិការអាជីវ មាបាៃយូរប ុៃណា? 

 Indefinitely 

បាៃរហូែ  

 More than 12 months 

បាៃយូរជាង ១២តខ 

 Between 6 and 12 months 

បាៃពី ៦ ដៅ ១២តខ 

 Between 3 and 6 months 

បាៃពី ៣ ដៅ ៦តខ 

 Between 1 and 3 months 

បាៃពី ១ ដៅ ៣តខ 

 Less than 1 month 

ែិច្ជាង ១តខ 

7. If the international COVID-19 crisis were to end today, how long would you estimate it 

would take for your company/enterprise to get back to business as usual? 

គ្របសិៃដបើរវ ក្បែតជិំងឺ ូវ កែ១៩ បញ្ចប់ដៅនលៃដៃេះ ដែើដោ គ្ិែថាគ្រ មុហ ុៃ/សហគ្រាសរបស់
ដោ អ្ន  គ្រែូវការរយៈដពលប ុន្មា ៃ ដេើប អាច្ែំដណើរការែូច្្មាារវ ក្ញបាៃ? 

_____ days 

_____ នលៃ 

 

Dealing with COVID-19 

ដំទ ៉ះគ្រាយចំទពា៉ះមុខជំងឺកូវដី១៩ 

8. What is the main means you are considering to deal with the cash flow shortage? (Up to two 

options) 

ដែើសហគ្រាសដោ អ្ន ៃឹងដោេះគ្រសាយបញ្ហា ខវេះលំហូរសាច្់គ្របា ់យ ងែូច្ដមេច្? (អាច្ដរ កស
បាៃរហូែែល់ ២ ច្ដមល ើយ) 

 No cash flow shortfalls problem 

ពុំមាៃបញ្ហា ខវេះលំហូរសាច្់គ្របា ដ់េ 

 Loans from commercial banks 

 មចីពី្ន្មារពាណិជា 

 Loans from Internet finance 

 មចីាមអ្ុីៃ្ឺណិែ 

 Loans from microfinance companies or private individuals 

 មចីពីមីគ្រ ូហិរញ្ញ វែថ ុ ឬ បុគ្គលឯ ជៃ 

 Negotiating with lenders to avoid withdrawing loans 

ច្រចជាមួយមាច ស់បំណុល ំុឱ្យែ  មចីដៅរវ ក្ញ 

 Equity financing (adding new shareholders or capital increase of former shareholders) 

ការបតៃថមគ្រេពយស មា (ាមរយៈការតសវ ងរ អ្ន ចូ្លហ ុៃលាី ឬបដងយ ើៃេុៃរវ ក្ៃិដយគ្ពី
សំណា ់មាច ស់ហ ុៃតែល ំពុងកាៃ់កាប់ហ ុៃ) 

 Reduction of operating costs (e.g. layoffs and salary reductions) 

ការកាែ់បៃថយច្ំណាយគ្របែិបែត ិការ (ឧ. កាែ់បៃថយបុគ្គលិ  ៃិងកាែ់គ្របា ់តខ
បុគ្គលិ ) 

 Other, please specify: ___________________ 

ដផ្េងៗ សូមបញ្ហា  ់៖ _________________ 
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9. What is the main means you are considering to deal with the shortage of workers? (Up to 

two options) 

ដែើសហគ្រាសដោ អ្ន ៃឹងដោេះគ្រសាយបញ្ហា ខវេះបុគ្គលិ យ ងែូច្ដមេច្? (អាច្ដរ កសបាៃរហូែ
ែល់ ២ ច្ដមល ើយ) 

 No shortage of workers 

ពុំមាៃបញ្ហា ខវេះបុគ្គលិ ដេ 

 Wage increases 

ែំដឡើងគ្របា ់តខ 

 Use of advanced equipment or software to reduce the amount of work 

ដគ្របើគ្របាស់ៃូវឧប រណ ៍ឬសូហវ តវេំដៃើបដែើមបីកាែ់បៃថយការង្ហរដោយមៃុសេ 

 Outsourcing of orders 

បញ្ហា េិញេំៃិញសដគ្រមច្ពីសហគ្រាសដផ្េង 

 Delay in delivery 

ពៃារដពលគ្របគ្ល់េំៃិញ 

 Other, please specify: ___________________ 

ដផ្េងៗ សូមបញ្ហា  ់៖ _________________ 

 

10. What is the main means you are currently considering to deal with the shortage of inputs 

such as intermediate goods and raw materials? (Up to two options) 

ដែើសហគ្រាសដោ អ្ន ៃឹងដោេះគ្រសាយបញ្ហា ខវេះធាែុចូ្លផ្លិែ មា  ែូច្ជាេំៃិញពា ់
 ណាេ លសដគ្រមច្ ៃិងវែថ ុធាែុដែើមយ ងែូច្ដមេច្? (អាច្ដរ កសរហូែែល់ ២ ច្ដមល ើយ) 

 No shortage of inputs 

ពុំមាៃបញ្ហា ខវេះធាែុចូ្លផ្លិ មា  

 Reduction of production 

កាែ់បៃថយផ្លិែ មា  

 Outsourcing orders 

បញ្ហា េិញេំៃិញសដគ្រមច្ពីសហគ្រាសដផ្េងៗ 

 Increasing the procurement channels 

បតៃថមការដ វ្ ើលេធ មាពគី្របេពដផ្េងៗ 

 Seeking new production channels 

តសវ ងរ មដ្ាបាយផ្លិែលាី 

 Delaying goods delivery 

ពៃារដពលគ្របគ្ល់េំៃិញ 

 Not applicable 

មិៃពា ់ព័ៃធ  

 Other, please specify: ___________________ 

ដផ្េងៗ សូមបញ្ហា  ់៖ _________________ 
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11. What is the main means you are currently considering to deal with difficulties in fulfilling 

contracts? 

ដែើសហគ្រាសដោ អ្ន ៃឹងដោេះគ្រសាយបញ្ហា លំបា  ន ុងការបំដពញកាែពវ ិច្ច ន ុង ិច្ចសៃា
យ ងែូច្ដមេច្? (អាច្ដរ កសបាៃរហូែែល់ ២ ច្ដមល ើយ) 

 No contractual performance issues 

ពុំមាៃបញ្ហា  ន ុងការអ្ៃុវែតកាែពវ ិច្ច ន ុង ិច្ចសៃាដេ 

 Settlement by mutual agreement 

ដោេះគ្រសាយាមរយៈការគ្រសេុះគ្រសួលាន ដៅរវ ក្ញដៅម  

 Legal or arbitral settlement 

ដោេះគ្រសាយាមរយៈែុោការ ឬអាជាា  ណាត លដោេះគ្រសាយរវ ក្វាេ 

 Expect the government to coordinate and provide clear disclaimer agreements 

រំពឹងថា រោឋ េិបាលៃឹងសគ្រមបសគ្រមួល ៃិងផ្េល់ៃូវ ិច្ចគ្រពមដគ្រពៀងធាន្មសងច្ាស់ោស់ 

 Payment of liquidated damages 

បង់គ្របា ់សំណងមិៃបាៃអ្ៃុវែតាមកាែពវ ិច្ច ន ុង ិច្ចសៃា 

 Other, please specify: ___________________ 

ដផ្េងៗ សូមបញ្ហា  ់៖ _________________ 

 

12. Are there currently any measures / support packages by your government that your 

company is benefitting from? 

ដែើបច្ច ុបបៃន ដៃេះមាៃរវ ក្ធាៃការាំគ្រេតែលោ ់ដច្ញដោយរាជរោឋ េិបាលតែលគ្រ មុហ ុៃ
របស់ដោ អ្ន េេួលបាៃៃូវអ្ែថគ្របដយជៃ៍? 

 Yes (go to question 12) 

បាេ (សូមបៃតដៅសំណួរ 12.1) 

 No (go to question 13) 

ដេ (សូមបៃតដៅសំណួរ 13) 

 

12.1. In the face of the impact of the pandemic, the Government of Cambodia has introduced 

a number of relief measures. Are there currently any measures / support packages by the 

government that are most effective for your company and that your company is benefiting 

from? (can choose up to 2) 

គ្របឈមៃឹងផ្លប េះពាល់នៃការរាែែាែជំងឺដៃេះ រាជរោឋ េិបាលបាៃគ្របកាសោ ់ដច្ញៃូវ
រវ ក្ធាៃសគ្រមាលបៃុ្ ន្មន្ម ដែើរវ ក្ធាៃការណាខលេះតែលមាៃគ្របសិេធជាងដគ្សគ្រមាប់
គ្រ មុហ ុៃ/សហគ្រាសដោ អ្ន  ដហើយតែលគ្រ មុហ ុៃ/សហគ្រាសរបស់ដោ អ្ន  ំពុងេេួល
បាៃអ្ែថគ្របដយជៃ៍ពីរវ ក្ធាៃការ/ ញ្ចប់ជំៃួយទាងំដន្មេះ? (អាច្ដរ កសរហូែែល់ ២ ច្ដមល ើយ) 

 Reduction of rent for small and medium-sized enterprises and lower costs of electricity, 

gas and logistics, etc. 

កាែ់បៃថយនលលឈន លួសគ្រមាប់សហគ្រាស្ុៃែូច្ ៃិងម្យម ៃិងកាែ់បៃថយនលលអ្គ្គ ិសៃី 
ហាគ ស ៃិងការែឹ ជញ្ជ ៃូ។ល។ 

 Reduction of tax rates, reduction or deferral of taxes 

បៃថយអ្គ្រាពៃធ  ឬពៃាការយ ពៃធ  

 Reduction of financing costs for SMEs, extension of loan terms or partial debt relief 

កាែ់បៃថយច្ំណាយហិរញ្ញ វែថ ុសគ្រមាប់សហគ្រាស្ុៃែូច្ ៃិងម្យម ពៃារកាលបរ ក្ដច្េេ
 មច ី ឬសគ្រមួលការសងបំណុលជាចំ្តណ ៗ 

 Temporary reduction of social insurance premiums and reimbursement of 

unemployment insurance to enterprises that do not lay off staff 

កាែ់បៃថយជាបដណាេ េះអាសៃនៃូវការបង់ ការធាន្មរា៉ា ប់រងសងគម ៃិងការេូទាែ់សគ្រមាប់
ការធាន្មរា៉ា ប់រងបុគ្គលិ បាែ់បង់ការង្ហរ ដៅែល់សហគ្រាសតែលពុបំាៃកាែ់បៃថយ
បុគ្គលិ  
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 Optimization of exporting tax rebate services 

បដងយ ើៃគ្របសិេធភាពដសវា មាបងវ ិលសងពៃធនំ្មដច្ញ 

 Provide fast-track "force majeure" certification to avoid contract breaches 

ផ្េល់រវ ក្បបៃបគ្រែបញ្ហា  ់ រណីគ្របធាៃស េ ិ ដែើមបីបដញ្ច ៀសការរំដោេដលើ ិច្ចសៃា 

 Low interest loan  

ផ្តល់ មច ីតែលមាៃការគ្របា ់ទាប 

 Others, please specify:_________________ 

ដផ្េងៗ សូមបញ្ហា  ់៖ _________________ 

 

Background Information: ព័ែ៌មាៃសាវា 

Profile of the firm/enterprise សដងខបអ្ំពីគ្រ មុហ ុៃ/សហគ្រាស 

13. When did the firm/enterprise start to operate?  

ដែើសហគ្រាស/គ្រ មុហ ុៃរបស់អ្ន ចប់ដផ្តើមដៅដពលណា? 

 Insert year  

សូមបញ្ហច  ់ឆាន ំ 

 

14. Please select the industry that best describes the products your firm/enterprise produces:  

សូមដគ្រជើសវ ក្ស័យឧសាហ មាតែលតែលគ្រែវូដៅៃឹងផ្លិែផ្លតែលគ្រ មុហ ុៃអ្ន ផ្លិែ៖ 

 Food and beverages  

អាហារៃិងដេសជាេះ 

 Tobacco products  

ផ្លិែផ្លថាន ជំ ់ 

 Textiles  

វាយៃេ័ណឌ  

 Wearing apparel, fur  

សំដលៀ បំពា ់ដរាមសែវ  

 Leather, leather products and footwear  

តសប  ផ្លិែផ្លតសប  ៃិង តសប ដជើង 

 Wood products (excl. furniture)  

ផ្លិែផ្លដឈើមិៃរាប់បញ្ជ លូដគ្រគ្ឿងសង្ហា រមឹ 

 Paper and paper products  

គ្រ ោស ៃិង ផ្លិែផ្លគ្រ ោស 

 Printing and publishing  

ដរាងពុមព ៃិងគ្រ មុហ ុៃដបាេះពុមាផ្ាយ 

 Coke, refined petroleum products, nuclear fuel  

ជ័រកា ដគ្របង ផ្លិែផ្លដគ្របង ឥៃធៃៈៃុយ លតអ្  

 Chemicals and chemical products  

សារធាែុគ្ីម ីៃិង ផ្លិែផ្លគ្ីមី 

 Rubber and plastics products  

ជ័រ ៃិងផ្លិែផ្លបាល សទ ិ  

 Non-metallic mineral products  

ផ្លិែផ្លតរ៉ាមិៃតមៃដោហៈ 

 Basic metals  

ដោហេះធាែុ 

 Fabricated metal products  

ផ្លិែផ្លែំដឡើងពីពីដោហៈ 

 Machinery and equipment 
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មា សុីៃ ៃិងបរ ក្កាខ  

 Office, accounting and computing machinery 

សមាា រៈការ ក្យល័យ ៃិងមា សុីៃគ្ិែដលខ 

 Electrical machinery and apparatus  

មា សុីៃដអ្ឡិច្គ្រែៃូិច្ ៃិង ដគ្រគ្ឿង 

 Radio, television and communication equipment  

រវ ក្េយុ  េូរេសេៃ៏ ៃិង បរ ក្កាខ េំន្ម ់េំៃង 

 Medical, precision and optical instruments  

បរ ក្កាខ ដវជាសា្សត  បរ ក្កាខ តែលមាៃសុគ្រ ិែភាពខពស់ៃិងអ្ុបេិច្ 

 Motor vehicles, trailers, semi-trailers  

យៃយៃត   ៃុ្យររុមម  សដណាត ង 

 Other transport equipment  

បរ ក្កាខ ែឹ ជញ្ជ ៃូដផ្េងៗ 

 Furniture; manufacturing 

ដគ្រគ្ឿងសង្ហា រមឹ  មាៃតសាល 

 Recycling  

ឧសាហ មាត ននន  

 Tourism/hospitality 

ដេសច្រណ/៍បែិសណាត រ ិច្ច 

 Information and communication technology 

បដច្ច វ ក្េាពែ៌មាៃវ ក្េា 

 E-commerce/online retails 

ពាណិជា មាាមគ្របព័ៃធ ដអ្ឡិច្គ្រែៃូិច្/ការល ់ាមអ្ុីៃដ្ើតណែ 

 Consumer products 

ផ្លិែផ្លដគ្របើគ្របាស់គ្របចំនលៃ 

 Agricultural food production/food processing  

ផ្លិែ មា សិអាហារ/ការត នច្នអាហារ 

 Others, please specify 

ដផ្េងៗ សូមបញ្ហា  ់ ________________________________________________ 

 

15. What is the ownership structure of your company/enterprise? 

គ្រ មុហ ុៃរបស់អ្ន ជាគ្របដេេគ្រ មុហ ុៃ? 

 100% Khmer owned enterprise  

១០០% ជាគ្រ មុហ ុៃតខា រ 

 Foreign subsidiary  

សាខ្គ្រ មុហ ុៃបរដេស 

 Joint venture  

គ្រ មុហ ុៃតែលបណាត  ់េុៃរមួាន  

 Family owned business  

គ្រ មុហ ុៃគ្រគ្ប់គ្រគ្ងាមតបបគ្រគួ្សារ 

 Cooperation with other partner(s)  

សាជីវ មា  

 Other, please specify: ________ 

ដផ្េងៗ សូមបញ្ហា  ់________ 
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16. What was the number of employees of the firm/enterprise at the end of 2019? 

ដែើសហគ្រាស/គ្រ មុហ ុៃរបស់អ្ន មាៃបុគ្យលិ ប ុន្មា ៃដៅច្ុងឆាន ំ ២០១៩? 

 Insert the number of employees at the end of 2019 

បញ្ជ លូច្ំៃួៃបុគ្គលិ ដៅច្ុងឆាន ំ ២០១៩ 

Of which ___% women 

  

 

17. In relation to the main production activity, the firm predominantly produces (please select 

one option):  

ទា ់េងៃឹងស មាភាពផ្លិែ មា  ដែើអ្ងគភាពរបស់អ្ន ផ្លិែអ្វ ីសំខ្ៃ់ជាងដគ្? 

សូមដគ្រជើសដរ កសច្ំដលើយមួយ 

 Finished goods for consumers (food, garments, etc)  

ផ្លិែផ្លសដគ្រមច្សគ្រមាប់អ្ែិលិជៃ 

 Finished goods for industrial business  

ផ្លិែផ្លសដគ្រមច្សគ្រមាប់វ ក្ស័យឧសាហ មា  

 Intermediate inputs for agriculture    

ផ្លិែផ្លពា ់ ណាត លសដគ្រមច្សគ្រមាប់វ ក្ស័យ សិ មា  

 Intermediate inputs for manufacturing    

ផ្លិែផ្លពា ់ ណាត លសដគ្រមច្សគ្រមាប់វ ក្ស័យ មាៃតសាល 

 Intermediate inputs for services    

ផ្លិែផ្លពា ់ ណាត លសដគ្រមច្សគ្រមាប់ដសវា មា  

 Agricultural food production/food processing  

ផ្លិែ មា សិអាហារ/ការត នច្នអាហារ 

 

18. Which share of purchases of raw materials and intermediate goods corresponded to each of 

these categories in 2019? (please insert value as percent of total sales for every option; total 

should sum up to 100%):  

ដែើសហគ្រាស/គ្រ មុហ ុៃដោ អ្ន េិញវែថ ុធាែុដែើម ៃិងេំៃិញពា ់ ណាត លសដគ្រមច្ពគី្របេព
ណាខលេះដៅសដគ្រមច្ ន ុងឆាន ំ ២០១៩?(

សូមបញ្ជ លូច្ំៃួៃជាភាគ្រយនៃែនមលសរុបគ្របចំឆាន ំសគ្រមាប់ជដគ្រមើសៃីមួយៗ 

ែនមលសរុបទាងំអ្ស់បូ បញ្ជ លូាន គ្រែវូដសា ើរ ១០០%) 

___% Import: foreign suppliers  

ន្មំចូ្ល៖ គ្រ មុហ ុៃផ្គែ់ផ្គង់បរដេស 

___% National: multinational corporations/foreign-owned suppliers located in the county 

អ្ន ផ្គែ់ផ្គង់ ន ុងគ្រស ុ៖ គ្រ មុហ ុៃសារជីវ មាអ្ៃត រជាែិតែលមាៃមូលោឋ ៃដៅ ន ុង
គ្របដេស 

___% National: domestic suppliers 

អ្ន ផ្គែ់ផ្គង់ ន ុងគ្រស ុ៖ គ្រ មុហ ុៃផ្គែ់ផ្គង់ ន ុងគ្រស ុ 

 Not applicable 

មិៃពា ់ព័ៃធ  
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19. Has the firm/enterprise run part of its production activity in another country in 2019 

(offshore)? (please select one option):  

ដែើគ្រ មុហ ុៃ/សហគ្រាសមាៃផ្លិែ មាដៅគ្របដេសដផ្េងតែររ មដេដៅ ន ុងឆាន ំ ២០១៩? 

សូមដគ្រជើសដរ កសយ ច្ំដលើយមួយតែរគ្រែឹមគ្រែវូ 

 Yes, through direct investment (i.e. foreign affiliates/controlled firms) 

មាៃ ាមរយៈការវ ក្ៃិដយគ្ដោយផ្ទទ ល់( គ្រ មុហ ុៃបរដេស/ គ្រ មុហ ុៃគ្រគ្ប់គ្រគ្ង) 

 Yes, through contracts with domestic firms abroad (e.g. technical/manufacturing 

partnership agreement, licensing agreement)  

មាៃ ាមរយៈ ិច្ចសៃាជាមួយគ្រ មុហ ុៃបរដេស (ឧទាហរណ ៏នែគូ្របដច្ច ដេស 

 ិច្ចគ្រពមដគ្រពៀងផ្លិែ មា  ិច្ចគ្រពមដគ្រពៀងអ្ជាា ប័ណណ ) 

 No  

មិៃមាៃ 

20. Which province does you company/firm/enterprise have offices or production plants in?  

ដែើគ្រ មុហ ុៃ/សហគ្រាស/ដរាងច្គ្រ / សិោឋ ៃមាៃមូលោឋ ៃដៅដខែត/ែំបៃ់ណាខលេះ?  

No. 

(ល.រ) 
Location (េីាំង) 

(ឧ.  ណាត ល) 

1 Phnom Penh (េន ំដពញ) 

2 Banteay Meanchey   បន្មទ យមាៃជ័យ 

3 Battambang  បាែ់ែំបង 

4 Kampong Cham   ំពង់ចម 

5 Kampong Chhnang     ំពង់ឆាន ំង 

6 Kampong Speu     ំពង់សព ឺ 

7 Kampong Thom     ំពង់្ំ 

8 Kampot       ំពែ 

9 Kandal      ណាត ល 

10 Kep    ត ប 

11 Koh Kong     ដកាេះ ុង 

12 Kratie       គ្រ ដច្េះ 

13 Mondulkiri      មណឌ លគ្ីរ ក 

14 Oddor Meanchey    ឧែតរមាៃជ័យ 

15 Pailin      នប លិៃ 

16 Prey Veng     នគ្រពតវង 

17 Pursat      ដពា្ិ៍សាែ់ 

18 Rattanakiri    រែៃគ្ីរ ក 

19 Siem Reap    ដសៀមរាប 

20 Preah Sihanouk    គ្រពេះសីហៃុ 

21 Preah Vihear    គ្រពេះវ ក្ហារ 

22 Stung Treng    សទ ឹងតគ្រែង 

23 Svay Reang     សាវ យដរៀង 

24 Takeo    ាត វ 

25 Tbong Khmum    ែបូ ងឃុ្ំ 

21. What is the total capital investment of your company (excluding land)?  

ដែើគ្រ មុហ ុៃដោ អ្ន មាៃេំហំេុៃវ ក្ៃិដយគ្ចំ្ៃួៃប ុន្មា ៃ (មិៃបូ បញ្ច លូនលលែី)? 

 < USD 50,000  

 USD 50,000 – USD 250,000  

 USD 250,000 – USD 500,000 

 > USD 500,000 
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Follow up ការាមោៃ 

22. We would greatly appreciate your participation in a follow up survey in a few months. If 

you would like to participate, please leave your contact details 

ដយើងសូមតលលងអ្ំណរគ្ុណយ ងដគ្រជៀលដគ្រៅសគ្រមាប់ការចូ្លរមូ ន ុងកាសទង់មែិាមោៃរយៈ
ដពលពីរបីតខ។គ្របសិៃដបើអ្ន ច្ង់ចូ្លរមូជាមួយពូ ដយើង 

សូមេុ ដលខេំន្ម ់េំៃងលំអ្ិែដៅខ្ងដគ្រកាម 

Name (ដ ា្ េះ): 
Email:  
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Appendix 3: Summary table of selected government interventions to support the 

private sector (as of 24 June 2020) 

1 On 17 March, the National Bank of Cambodia’s press release No. 13-020-002 sets out 

five measures (to provide liquidity - cash on hand to banks and financial institutions to 

reduce the impact of COVID-19) 

2 On 18 March, the National Bank of Cambodia Prakas No. 7-020-230 on reserves of the 

deposits and loans of banks and financial institutions by setting rate reserve requirements 

on deposits and loans in the national currency and currencies (7%) 

3 On 18 March, the Agricultural and Rural Development Bank issued a press release on 

SME loans to support agriculture MSEMs in Cambodia 

4 On 19 March, the Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training issued a reminder about 

additional measures for COVID-19 in manufacturing, factories and institutions 

5 On 27 March, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation issued a 

measurement on the Regulatory Travel Restriction of The Royal Government of 

Cambodia concerning the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 

6 On 27 March, the National Bank of Cambodia, No. 7-020-001, released the Directive on 

Credit Restructuring During the COVID 19 Crisis. The directive specifically targets the 

tourism, garment, construction and transportation industries. 

7 On 30 March, the Ministry of Economy and Finance initiated action to suspend the 

exports of paddy and white rice overseas 

8 On 2 April, the Ministry of Commerce issued the Notification to Fuel Stations or Depots 

that Sell Fuel for Unreasonably High Prices (reference not found, source: Economic 

Stimulus Measures) 

9 On 3 April, the Ministry of Economy and Finance issued a press release on the Launch 

of SME Financing Enterprise Project to support SMEs in Cambodia 

10 On 3 April, the Ministry of Economy and Finance’s Decision No. 028 on the 

Establishment of a Multidisciplinary Working Group to Plan Monetary and Banking 

Measures to Manage the Impact of COVID-19 and the Withdrawal of “Everything but 

Arms (EBA)” was published 

11 On 3 April, the Ministry of Economy and Finance ‘s Decision No. 024 on the 

Establishment of a Task Force to Control Supply and Prices of Strategic Goods During 

the Fight Against COVID-19 was published 

12 On 3 April, the Ministry of Economy and Finance Decision No. 027 on the Establishment 

of a Task Force to Plan for Budget Policy on Financing and Social Assistance in 

Controlling the Fight Against COVID-19 was issued 

13 On 3 April, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation issued the 

Instruction to Automatically Extend Tourist Visas for Arrivals after 1 January 2020 
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14 On 3 April, the Ministry of Interior published the Instruction on Measures to Ensure 

Stability, Security, Public Order and Social Safety during the Khmer New Year 2020 

15 On 5 April, the Ministry of Health published the Instruction on Preventive Measures of 

COVID-19 Transmission for Vehicle Transportation Owners and Passengers of Common 

Transport Vehicles 

16 On 5 April, the Ministry of Health issued the Instruction on Preventive Measures Against 

COVID-19 at Barbers, Beauty Shops and Other Related Services 

17 On 7 April, the Ministry of Tourism’s Letter No. 168 on Temporary Suspension of all 

Massage, Spa and Wellness Businesses was issued 

18 On 7 April, the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport’s Letter No. 1890 on Temporary 

Suspension of all Sports Activities and Exercises Which Require Gathering in Public and 

at Private Sport Clubs was published 

19 On 9 April, the Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training released News Release No. 

013/20 by issuing a four-point extension to enterprises, stipulating that the holiday 

celebrated during the Lunar New Year will entail 14 days in quarantine 

20 On 20 April, the National Bank of Cambodia, No. 7-020-657, addressed all banks and 

financial institutions to request a preferential relaxation of credit-related fee waivers and 

/ or fines for clients until the end of December 2020 

21 On 30 April, the Ministry of Economy and Finance released an aid package to assist 

Khmer Entrepreneurs for Facilitating Small and Medium Enterprises and Innovative 

Businesses from the Impact of the COVID-19. 

22 On 15 May, the Council of Ministries released the results of the meeting No 04. In the 

minutes of the meeting, the Council of Ministries allows re-exports of white rice and fish 

overseas that will start from 20 May 

23 On 19 May, the Ministry of Mines and Energy, No. 0198, announced the implementation 

of a preferential plan and encourages the use of power electricity in industry, agriculture, 

trade and services from June to October 2020 

24 On 26 May, the government released a guideline focussed on additional measures to assist 

the private sector and employees-employers who have been severely hit by the impacts 

of the COVID-19 pandemic, and rehabilitation measures to promote economic growth 

once the COVID-19 crisis has been contained 

25 On 8 June, the Ministry of Tourism, No. 266, announced exemptions for all license 

renewal fees for 2021 

26 On 24 June, Prime Minister Hun Sen launched the cash transfer programme for poor and 

vulnerable households during COVID -19 
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